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Research indicates that emotional 
trauma can impact a person’s 
understanding of truth, according 
the Journal of Psychology and 
Christianity.  Sean McDowell believes 
this is a perfect example of the 

type of information we need to know in order to effectively share 
the Gospel with the younger generation. Why? Because it reveals 
something about how young people process and arrive at truth. If 
emotional wounds from someone’s past can affect his or her ability 
to understand the truth, we have to be prepared to deal with that 
emotional trauma before we can effectively share the Gospel.

McDowell understands the challenges of presenting the Gospel 
in our rapidly changing world. He shares a vital message for those 
seeking to engage a new generation with the claims of Christ. 
McDowell speaks on a variety of topics, including…

Say Goodbye to
Apologetics as Usual

“Times are changing. 
We need to be willing to 
step outside the box and 
take risks for the sake of 
advancing the kingdom 
of God. We must wrestle 
with questions like these:      

How do we creatively 
capture people’s attention 

so they will entertain 
the truth of Christ? How 

important are stories 
in reaching this new 

generation? How do we 
introduce a generation of 
young people, who have 
experienced broken and 
shattered relationships, 
to a relationship with 

Jesus?”

―Sean 
McDowell

McDowell presents a radically humble and relational approach to 
evangelism—one that invites people to express their doubts and wrestle 
with questions. He digs deep to discuss what keeps people from being 
receptive to the truth and  shows how we can present the truth in a way 
that both captures imaginations and engages intellects.

Reaching young people in a postmodern society ✰

Why relationships  ✰ and reasons for belief are important
Why so many Christian teens walk away from the faith ✰

How to overcome negative characterizations of  ✰
Christians
Bringing truth to light in an age of relativism ✰
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Myth 1:   Young people today don’t care about evidence 
for the faith.

Sean: While writing Apologetics for a New Generation, I had the opportunity to 
interview Lee Strobel and ask him this very question. During research for The Case for Christ, Lee was 
told by a well-known and respected theologian that no one would read his book.  Lee was informed that 
we live in a postmodern culture in which people care more about experience and community than facts 
and reason.  Although disappointed, he decided to keep writing.  Ironically, in the ensuing years the 
largest group of readers who contacted Lee to inform him that they became Christians through his book 
has been 16-24-year-olds!  The idea that young people don’t care about apologetics today is a myth.

Myth 2:  Apologetics is outmoded and irrelevant to the younger generation. 
Sean: Nothing could be further from the truth!  In fact, apologetics are probably more important for this 

generation than any generation in history, especially with the ubiquity of the Internet.  The writings 
of the New Atheists (Richard Dawkins, Sam Harris, and Christopher Hitchens) have confused many 
Christians and led numerous non-Christians astray.  Sadly, this has taken place while many inside the 
church have bought the postmodern myth that scientific and historical evidence no longer matter.  If 
this were true, then the challenges from the New Atheists should have fallen on deaf ears.  Rather, young 
Christians today are regularly being challenged to set forth the reasons for their hope. 

Myth 3:   Young people today are largely unconcerned with spiritual things. 
They’re more focused on their iPods, cell phones, and video games.

Sean: There is actually some truth to this claim.  Today’s younger generation is the most self-focused “me” 
generation in history.  The most fitting word for this generation is “whatever.”  Yet it does not follow 
that apologetics are not important.  Rather, we have to learn how to relate to younger generations and to 
motivate them in the right way.  When done appropriately, apologetics is one of the most powerful tools 
for reaching this new generation.

Myth 4:   The church has done a pretty good job of equipping young people to 
handle attacks on their faith.

Sean: Studies reveal that young people are leaving the church at alarming rates.  While there are many reasons 
for this exodus, one critical reason is our failure to ground young people in the truth of Christianity.  
According to the National Study on Youth and Religion, the top reason non-religious teens abandoned 
religion was “intellectual skepticism.”

Myths About the
Younger Generation

Sean Responds to
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Sean McDowell
Bio Sketch

Sean McDowell is an author, educator, and popular speaker. A summa cum laude 
graduate of Talbot Theological Seminary, he holds master’s degrees in both theology 
and philosophy. 

Currently, McDowell heads the Bible department at Capistrano Valley Christian 
Schools. In 2008, he received the Educator of the Year Award for San Juan Capistrano.  
His apologetics training was also awarded exemplary status by the Association of 
Christian Schools International.

McDowell is the author of Understanding Intelligent Design with coauthor William Dembski, Ethix: Being Bold in a 
Whatever World, and Evidence for the Resurrection, which he coauthored with Josh McDowell.  He also compiled 
Josh McDowell’s Youth Ministry Handbook and was a contributor for Passionate Conviction, an apologetics book 
compiled by William Lane Craig and Paul Copan. Currently, McDowell is the general editor for the upcoming 
project The Apologetics Study Bible for Students. 

Many teenagers leave home for college but don’t take their faith with them.  In Apologetics for a New Generation, 
Sean McDowell offers a solution for this problem: a new way of approaching faith that addresses the questions the 
emerging generation is asking and that incorporates a radically humble and relational approach.  An impressive 
list of contributors including Dan Kimball (They Like Jesus but Not the Church), Brian Godawa (Hollywood 
Worldviews), and Josh McDowell show that today’s apologetics must employ a clear connection with everyday 
life and an invitation for people to express their doubts and wrestle with tough questions.  Apologetics for a New 
Generation is a must-have for leaders who are ready to engage a new generation with the claims of Christ.

A sought-after speaker at camps, churches, schools, and conferences nationwide, McDowell has spoken for 
organizations including Focus on the Family, Campus Crusade for Christ, Youth Specialties, Wisdom Works and 
the Association of Christian Schools International.  Additionally, he is the national spokesman and a conference 
speaker for Wheatstone Academy, an organization committed to training young people with a biblical worldview. 

An engaging media guest, McDowell has appeared on radio shows such as FamilyLife, Focus on the Family, Point 
of View, The Frank Pastore Show, the Michael Reagan Show, Converse with Scholars, Stand to Reason, and more. 
He has also contributed to YouthWorker Journal, Decision Magazine, Breakaway Magazine, the American Family 
Association Journal, and the Christian Research Journal.  He also hosts an active blog at ConversantLife.com, where 
he writes on a variety of topics related to culture, apologetics, and youth. 

In April 2000, Sean married his high school sweetheart, Stephanie.  They have two children, Scottie and Shauna, 
and live in San Juan Capistrano, California. 

Author of
Apologetics for a 
New Generation
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What is apologetics?  Are we apologizing for something? ✰

What is unique about the new generation of young people, and how  ✰
does apologetics training help reach this group?

Many young leaders claim that we live in “postmodern” times where  ✰
rationally defending the faith no longer matters in discipleship and 
evangelism.  Instead, being able to tell your story and come across as 
authentic is what really matters.  What’s your take on that?

What difficult questions are especially common among the younger generation? ✰

What happens to young people—and really  ✰ all Christians—who don’t know what they 
believe and why?

What do we need to do to make apologetics more effective today? ✰

What practical advice can you offer parents about training their kids to defend their faith? ✰

What trends do you see in how apologetics training is being used in the church today? ✰

Which apologetic message resonates most with this new generation of young people? ✰

Can you give us a practical example of how you have used apologetics to effectively reach a  ✰
young person today?

Interview 
     Questions
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